We analyze the protein-RNA interfaces in 81 transient binary complexes taken from the Protein Data Bank. Those with tRNA or duplex RNA are larger than with single-stranded RNA, and comparable in size to protein-DNA interfaces. The protein side bears a strong positive electrostatic potential and resembles protein-DNA interfaces in its amino acid composition. On the RNA side, the phosphate contributes less, and the sugar much more, to the interaction than in protein-DNA complexes. On average, protein-RNA interfaces contain 20 hydrogen bonds, 7 that involve the phosphates, 5 the sugar 2'OH, and 6 the bases, and 32 water molecules. The average Hbond density per unit buried surface area is less with tRNA or single-stranded RNA than with duplex RNA. The atomic packing is also less compact in interfaces with tRNA. On the protein side, the main chain NH and Arg/Lys side chains account for nearly half of all H-bonds to RNA; the main chain CO and side chain acceptor groups, for a quarter. The 2'OH is a major player in protein-RNA recognition, and shape complementarity an important determinant, whereas electrostatics and direct base-protein interactions play a lesser part than in protein-DNA recognition.
INTRODUCTION
Protein-protein and protein-DNA recognition, illustrated by the many entries in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) (1) that report X-ray or NMR structures of binary complexes, has been extensively analyzed and often reviewed (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) . In comparison, structural data on protein-RNA recognition has been slow to come. The X-ray structures of the ribosome and of its subunits were a major advance, but the ribosome is only one of a number of biological assemblies that implicate both proteins and RNA, and in cells, the interaction of RNA and proteins takes many different forms. Albeit recent, the field of protein-RNA X-ray studies is very active, and the transverse analysis of the data deposited in the PDB, which was started at a time where few structures were available (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) and resumed recently on larger data sets (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) , is still far from complete. In this paper, we select PDB entries that describe 81 non-redundant protein-RNA complexes, a majority of which were not considered in previous studies. We limit our selection to transient (non-obligate) binary systems, and leave out permanent multicomponent assemblies such as the ribosome and RNA viruses, which made up a large fraction of the previous datasets.
We analyze the protein-RNA interfaces in terms of size, composition, polar interactions and atomic packing, in the same way as we did for protein-protein and protein-DNA interfaces (3, 4, 19, 20) . This allows us to directly compare the three types of interfaces and draw conclusions on the mechanism of molecular recognition in each case. We find that, although the interfaces with DNA and RNA are similar in terms of size, number of hydrogen bonds, and amino acid composition, they are markedly different in several respects. The RNA phosphate contributes less and the sugar more than in DNA, and the sugar 2 0 OH plays a major role. Base recognition involves all the polar groups on the bases, but there is no recurrent pattern of interactions with protein groups, and no unique preference for interactions involving guanine as in DNA recognition. We find that the atomic packing is compact at the interfaces, and suggest that shape complementarity plays an important role in RNA recognition by proteins, along with the electrostatic interaction and the H-bonds to the 2 0 OH and bases. Thus, protein-RNA recognition has a number of features, electrostatic complementarity and base recognition among them, in common with protein-DNA recognition, but it also has shape complementarity in common with protein-protein recognition, and it displays a fully distinctive feature, the role of the 2 0 OH.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The dataset of protein-RNA complexes
The PDB was scanned for entries representing protein-RNA interactions. About 266 entries reporting X-ray structures at resolution 3.0 Å or better and including both a polypeptide chain of 30 or more amino acid residues and a polyribonucleotide of 5 or more nucleotides were found. In order to remove redundancy, when the protein components in two entries had more than 35% identity, only the one with the better resolution was kept for further analysis. The final list of 81 complexes is reported in Table 1 , references and further details on the complexes, in Supplementary Data. Table 1 is split into four classes. Class A comprises complexes with tRNA, class B, with ribosomal proteins. Classes C and D differ by the RNA secondary structure. As the RNA in crystallized complexes often has both helical and single-stranded segments, the class was assigned on the basis of where the protein interacts: a stem-loop RNA belongs to class C if the interaction is mostly with the stem, to class D if it is with the loop. Ambiguous cases were checked with the Nucleic Acid Database (http://ndbserver. rutgers.edu/). Our assignment differed from theirs for 9 of 52 complexes, in which case we relied on the literature. The two entries that are reported in Table 1 as 'miscellaneous' could not be fitted in either class.
Interactions and crystal contacts
Crystallographic PDB entries report coordinates for the crystal asymmetric unit (ASU). Although the ASU has no biological significance, crystallographers tend to pick molecules forming biological units if they can. Therefore, we assumed that the relevant protein-RNA contacts occur within the ASU, except in cases where the protein or the RNA component has a crystal symmetry. In entry 1sds for instance, the protein molecules in the ASU interact with duplex RNA fragments, but the second strand is symmetry-derived. In 1sds and many other entries, the ASU contains several identical polypeptide chains. This may imply that the protein is oligomeric, most commonly a homodimer, or just reflect the crystal packing. A variety of situations are represented in our sample. In entry 1asy, the ASU contains subunits A and B of the yeast aspartyltRNA synthetase, and two tRNA molecules R and S; A is in contact only with R, B only with S. The enzyme is known to be a homodimer in solution, yet we kept only the A:R pair, as it fully describes the protein-RNA interaction. Tyrosyl-tRNA synthetase (1h3e, 1j1u) and tryptophanyl-tRNA synthetase (2azx) are also homodimers that bind two tRNA molecules, but here, both subunits interact with each tRNA, and the dimer was generated by symmetry like the RNA duplex in 1sds.
In crystals of protein-RNA or DNA complexes, the nucleic acid is almost always involved in crystal packing interactions (21) . Because those may be confused with biologically relevant interactions, we checked all pairwise protein-RNA interfaces with the PISA server (22) (http:// www.ebi.ac.uk/msd-srv/prot_int/pistart.html). In several cases, contacts made outside the ASU were at least as extensive as within. An example is the complex with RNase E (2bx2). The 5 0 -end of the ssRNA fragment enters the enzyme active site, but the remainder interacts with a symmetry-related protein (23) . In entry 2f8s, the RNA has a 3 0 -overhang that interacts with the PAZ domain of one Argonaute protein molecule (24) , and a helical body in contact with a second molecule in the ASU and molecules of adjacent ASU's. In these two cases, the function determines which interactions are meaningful, but in others, the ambiguity may remain.
Interface area, hydrogen bonds, hydration
The size of the protein-RNA interfaces was estimated by measuring the area of the surface buried in the contact. We define the buried surface area (BSA) as the sum of the solvent accessible surface areas (ASA) of the two components less that of the complex. ASA values were measured with the program NACCESS (25) , which implements the algorithm of Lee and Richards (26) , a probe radius of 1.4 Å and default group radii. We count as part of the interface all the atoms, amino acid residues and nucleotides that lose ASA in the complex.
Hydrogen bonds (H-bonds) were identified with program HBPLUS (27) using default parameters. Interface water molecules were identified in 36 entries with resolution better than 2.4 Å (indicated by asterisks in Table 1 ). Following (28) , all crystallographic solvent molecules located within 4.5 Å of interface atoms of both sides were considered as part of the interface. 
RESULTS
The complexes and their RNA component Size of the protein-RNA interfaces Table 2 lists average values of the protein and RNA surface area buried at the interface (BSA), the number of interface amino acid residues and nucleotides, and other properties discussed later. The average interface in our sample buries 2530 Å 2 that belong to 282 atoms, 43 amino acids and 17.5 nt. The average BSA is 36% larger in class A (tRNA) and 25% smaller in class D (ssRNA). The interfaces of class B (ribosomal proteins) are rather homogeneous in size, all but one being in the range 1200-2900 Å 2 ; the exception (1glx) comprises three protein molecules, each of which contributes 1000-2000 Å 2 to the BSA. In other classes, the histogram of Figure 1 shows a wide range of sizes, with a broad peak at BSA <2800 Å 2 and another at BSA >4000 Å 2 . The first contains 60% of all the interfaces, and 80% of those of class D; the second, 20% of the interfaces, mostly of class A or C.
Eight interfaces bury less than 1200 Å 2 ; seven are of class D. The two smallest (1av6, 2a8v) involve short singlestranded segments in contact with one protein molecule through their end, and with a second molecule through their extended part. The second contact, treated here as a crystal packing interaction, may nevertheless be significant: in vivo, RNA appears to interact with two molecules of Rho (2a8v) (29) . All other interfaces in our sample bury more than 900 Å 2 .
Interface atoms, residues and nucleotides
The BSA and the number of interface atoms in the 81 complexes are linearly correlated with a correlation coefficient R 2 = 0.96 for both the protein and the RNA components ( Figure 2A) . Thus, the two are equivalent as a measure of the interface size. On average, an interface RNA atom contributes 9.5 Å 2 to the BSA, a protein atom, 8.5 Å 2 . In protein-protein complexes (3), the BSA per interface atom is 9.2 Å 2 . Thus, a protein atom in contact with RNA loses about 10% less ASA than a RNA atom in contact with a protein, and 8% less than when it is in contact with another protein.
The number N aa of interface residues also correlates linearly with the BSA ( Figure 2B , R 2 = 0.92). On average, an amino acid residue in contact with RNA loses 28 Å 2 ASA in all classes of complexes, except class B where the average is 33 Å 2 ( Table 2 ). In protein-DNA complexes (4), residues in contact with double-stranded DNA lose 34 Å 2 , with single-stranded DNA, 27 Å 2 . Protein-RNA complexes are in between. Each RNA nucleotide in contact with the protein loses 75 Å 2 ASA, a mean value that hides large variations. The correlation with the BSA is much less good for N nuc (R 2 = 0.67) than for N aa and we note that the BSA per nucleotide depends on the length of the RNA fragment. The average interface nucleotide loses 136 Å 2 in fragments with 15 nt or less (21 complexes, mostly of class D), but only 66 Å 2 when the RNA is 60 nt long or more (24 complexes, mostly tRNA in class A). This 2-fold difference can safely be attributed to the fact that the shorter fragments are single-stranded and tend to adopt an extended conformation, where the nucleotides are more available to the protein than in a RNA with secondary or tertiary structure. In protein-DNA complexes (4), the BSA per interface nucleotide is 130 Å 2 with ssDNA, and 68 Å 2 with dsDNA. The short ssRNA fragments of class D behave like ssDNA, the longer ones in other classes, like ds DNA, in terms of the surface area that is buried in contact with a protein.
Asymmetry of the protein and RNA contributions
Whereas the protein and the RNA contribute a similar number of atoms (about 140 on average) to the interface, the RNA contributes more to the BSA (Table 2) . We estimate the excess RNA contribution in a complex as the ratio:
where B 1 is the area lost by the RNA, B 2 by the protein.
The ratio, 5% on average, varies from %0 in class B to 7% in class D. It exceeds 20% in 1knz and 2a8v, two complexes of class D with very short RNAs; 1knz has only 5 nt, essentially buried inside the protein. All the complexes where r exceeds 10% have a RNA shorter than 15 nt. Nevertheless, the asymmetry also exists with long RNAs: the 24 complexes with a RNA of more than 60 nt have r = 4% on average. This can be attributed to the shape of the nucleic acid, which offers a convex surface to the protein no matter of whether it adopts an extended, Table 1. a helical, or a loop conformation. When a molecule with a convex shape fits into a concave binding site, the latter tends to lose less ASA, because the ASA is measured one probe radius away from the molecular surface. This effect was observed first in protease-inhibitor complexes, where the inhibitor offers a convex surface that fits into a concave active site and the BSA is distributed 46:54 (r = 8%) between the protease and the inhibitor (3).
In most other protein-protein complexes, the interface is flat and the BSA distributed 50:50.
Buried atoms and the atomic packing at the interface
An interface atom may be fully buried (ASA = 0 in the complex), or remain partially accessible to the solvent molecules. On average, the fraction of fully buried atoms on both the protein and the RNA side of the interfaces is f_bu = 29% (Table 2 ), but the range is 15% (1jbs, 1vfg) to 50% (1kq2, 1knz: two complexes of class D with very short RNA fragments). Class A resembles protein-DNA interfaces with a low average f_bu = 24%, whereas the other classes are more similar to protein-protein interfaces (f_bu = 34%) in that respect. The f_bu fraction is related to the compactness of the atomic packing at the interface. Following (20), we calculate the packing index L_D as the mean number of interface atoms that are within 12 Å of another interface atom. Protein atoms in contact with RNA have L_D %37, a value intermediate between those observed for the interfaces of protein-protein complexes (L_D = 42) and for crystal packing contacts (L_D = 32). The atomic packing at the interfaces of protein-protein complexes has been shown to be as dense as the protein interior (3), whereas crystal contacts are poorly packed (20) . The finding that protein-RNA (or DNA) interfaces bury relatively fewer atoms and have a lower packing index than protein-protein interfaces, suggests that they are not as tightly packed, but there are obvious differences between classes, and class A has low values of both f_bu and L_D.
Chemical composition of the interfaces
In Table 3 , the average chemical composition of the solvent accessible surface and the interfaces is expressed as the contribution of different atom types to the ASA or BSA. On the protein side, the interfaces are largely composed of side-chain atoms. The main chain contributes 15% of the BSA, the side chains, 85%. The main chain contribution resembles protein-DNA interfaces, and is less than to the protein surface and to proteinprotein interfaces.
On average, non-polar (carbon-containing) groups contribute 55% of the BSA on the protein side, 33% on the RNA side. These fractions are nearly the same as for the solvent accessible surface. They are essentially independent of the class of the interface and its size, although the spread is greater in small interfaces that contain few atoms. In Table 3 , we further divide the polar component as being positively charged in Arg and Lys side chains, negatively charged in Asp and Glu side chains, or neutral (N, O and S in the main chain and all other side chains). The neutral polar component distributes evenly between the interfaces and the accessible surface, but not the charged components: the protein surface in contact with RNA is enriched in positive charges and strongly depleted in negative charges. This is like protein-DNA interfaces, but not protein-protein interfaces, which resemble much more the protein accessible surface. Figure 3 illustrates the shape and electrostatic potential of the protein surface in six protein-RNA complexes belonging to the different classes. In all panels, it has a noticeable concavity and is colored blue uniformly indicating a strong positive potential. The electrostatic potential alone is a strong indicator for a possible RNAbinding surface. In RNase E (2bx2), the blue color extends way outside the region in direct contact with the oligonucleotide, suggesting that the small interface (BSA = 910 Å 2 ) seen in this crystal structure captures only part of the interaction with a natural RNA substrate. In the other panels, the RNA fills most of the concave blue protein surface, to which it is complementary in both shape and electric charge.
The phosphates, which bear a negative charge, contribute 26% of the RNA BSA, significantly less than their contribution to the ASA or to protein-DNA interfaces (Table 3 ). In counterpart, the ribose contributes more (39%) than deoxyribose in protein-DNA complexes. The difference is largely due to the 2 0 OH, which contributes 15% of the RNA BSA on average, and up to 19% in class B (ribosomal proteins), but only 10% in class D (ssRNA). In both RNA and DNA, the bases contribute about equally to the ASA and the BSA. The non-polar component, made of the carbon-containing groups of the sugar and bases, represents about one-third of both the solvent accessible RNA surface and the surface in contact with proteins.
Amino acid and nucleotide composition
The average amino acid and nucleotide compositions of the solvent accessible surfaces and the interfaces are reported in Table 4 . The compositions are either numberbased (number fraction of the 20 amino acid types or 4 nucleotide types), or area-based (fraction of the ASA or BSA). For comparison, Table 4 also cites the area-based compositions of protein-DNA and protein-protein interfaces.
The RNA segments in our sample contain more G and C than A or U/T. This is reflected in their respective contributions to the ASA, and also in the number-based composition of the interfaces. Yet, the BSA is split almost evenly between A, U/T, G and C. Thus, A and U/T contribute more to the BSA than to the ASA, whereas C contributes equally and G contributes less. On the protein side, the interface is depleted in acidic residues and enriched in Arg. The role of arginine in RNA-binding peptides and proteins has often been noted (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) . Lys is also abundant, but not in excess relative to the protein surface. Arg/Lys contributes 28% of the protein ASA and 35% of the BSA; Asp/Glu, 22% of the ASA and 8% of the BSA. Arg/Lys contributes even more at protein-DNA interfaces, from which Asp/Glu are essentially excluded. The protein surface in contact with RNA is also enriched in aromatic residues, but not aliphatic residues: Phe, Tyr, Trp contribute 10% to the BSA versus 6% to the ASA; Ile, Leu, Met, Val contribute 11-12% to both.
Differences in composition may be expressed as an Euclidean distance Áf:
where f i and f i 0 are the fraction of the area contributed by residue type i to two surfaces or interfaces (3). Figure 4 confirms that the protein surfaces in contact with RNA and DNA have a similar composition, that differs from both the solvent accessible surface and the interfaces of protein-protein complexes, but the difference is less with RNA than DNA.
Hydrogen bonds
The 81 complexes contain a total of 1637 H-bonds between protein and RNA groups. Thus, the average protein-RNA interface contains 20 H-bonds, but the range is wide: 2-58. The number of H-bonds tends to increase with the interface size, although the correlation with the BSA is mediocre (R 2 = 0.61). Table 2 indicates that there is one bond on average per 125 Å 2 BSA, and also that the H-bond density depends on the class. Class C has more, and class A less, H-bonds per unit BSA: tRNA makes large interfaces, but comparatively few H-bonds. Protein-DNA and protein-RNA interfaces have nearly the same average number of H-bonds, but the former are larger and their H-bond density is less, close to that of class A. Duplex RNA makes more H-bonds than DNA, largely thanks to the 2 0 OH. Protein-protein interfaces, which are less polar than protein-DNA or RNA interfaces, have a much lower H-bond density (Table 2) . Table 5 and Figure 5 describe the chemical groups involved in protein-RNA H-bonds. On the protein side, the main chain NH and the Lys/Arg side chains account for nearly half. They donate bonds to the phosphates, and also the 2 0 OH and the bases. The most important H-bond acceptor is the main chain carbonyl, with either the 2 0 OH or the bases as donor. Other acceptor groups are the carboxylates of Asp/Glu (8% of the bonds) and side chain carbonyls of Asn/Gln (4%).
On the RNA side, the phosphate group is a major player, but less so than in DNA. On average, RNA phosphates make 36% of the H-bonds, or about 7 H-bonds per interface. DNA phosphates make almost twice as many, but with the same protein partners: the main chain NH's and the Lys/Arg side chains, other side chains playing a lesser role ( Figure 5A ).
The main difference between protein-RNA and protein-DNA H-bonds is the role of the sugar. Whereas the deoxyribose of DNA plays essentially no part in H-bonding to proteins, ribose is heavily involved, and the 2 0 OH is the largest single contributor beyond the phosphate group. The 2 0 OH makes 25% of the H-bonds to proteins, that is, 5 H-bonds per interface on average, and it acts equally often as a donor to carboxylates and to main chain or side chain carbonyls, as an acceptor from main chain and side chain NH's, or a donor/acceptor to/from a Ser/Thr/Tyr hydroxyl. The ribose 3
0 OH also appears in 6% of the H-bonds, essentially as a free Protein-RNA complexes Figure 4 . Euclidean distances between amino acid compositions. Values of Áf are calculated from the area based compositions in Table 4 as reported under 'Results' section.
3 0 -terminal group. A free 3 0 OH is expected in the complexes with aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases or terminal transferases, but it may be an artifact in crystal structures with short oligonucleotides.
Base recognition
The bases account for 31% of the protein-RNA H-bonds, about 6 per interface. The polar groups on the bases are acceptors in 19%, donors in 12%. The N1 of purines and N3 of pyrimidines, which are inaccessible in a double helix, account for nearly 6% of the protein-RNA H-bonds, and the purine N3 and N7, which should be more free to interact, for only 3%. In complexes with double-stranded DNA, the N1 of purines and N3 of pyrimidines play no part, but the purine N3 and N7 account for 11% of the H-bonds (4). Major groove interactions with the O6/N6 and N7 atoms of purines, which account for 20% of the protein-DNA H-bonds (4), are much less common in protein-RNA complexes, and Figure 5B indicates no particular preference for the purine O6/N6 and N7 over the pyrimidine O2 and O4/N4 atoms.
G bases contribute more protein-RNA H-bonds than A, but they are also more abundant in our sample. The C and U/T bases contribute equally, although the former are more abundant. In protein-DNA complexes (4), G bases make twice as many H-bonds as A or C, and four times as many as T. In protein-RNA complexes, G and U/T become nearly equivalent after correcting for their relative abundance. An average interface with the base composition of Table 4 comprises five G bases that make an average of 0.46 H-bonds each, and four U/T that make 0.42; A or C bases make only 0.34 H-bonds. A protein-DNA interface typically comprises six G bases, each making an average of 0.6 H-bonds, mostly with Lys/Arg side chains located in the major groove. There are 2.5 Lys/Arg H-bonds to the O6 and N7 atoms of G in the average protein-DNA complex, but only 0.5 such bonds in the average protein-RNA complex of our set. With DNA, major groove recognition also involves Asn/Gln side chains H-bonding to N6 and N7 of A; this is very rare in our set.
Hydration
We identified interface water molecules in 36 entries with resolution better than 2.4 Å . Each interface contains 32 waters on average (Table 2 ), or about 13 per 1000 Å 2 BSA; the range is 8-105. The 11 entries with resolution better than 2 Å contain the same average number of interface waters, but their surface density is higher: 18 per 1000 Å 2 BSA. This confirms that protein-RNA interfaces are highly hydrated, and also that solvent is underreported in medium resolution X-ray structures. Each interface water molecule makes 2.1 H-bond on average with polar groups on either the protein or the RNA. The phosphate is involved in 40% of the water-RNA H-bonds, the 2 0 OH in 29%, and the bases in 26%. On the protein side, water interacts most frequently with the main chain O (27%) and N (11%) atoms, with the Lys/Arg side chains (17%) and with Asp/Glu carboxylates (12%).
A number of these interactions bridge the protein and RNA: 11 on average. Thus, the number of watermediated protein-RNA H-bonds is more than half the number of direct H-bonds.
DISCUSSION
The present study aims to give a structural basis to the specific recognition between proteins and RNA, by applying to protein-RNA complexes the tools we developed for protein-protein and protein-DNA recognition (3, 4, 19, 20) . In preparing a set of PDB entries, we limited ourselves to binary complexes, and kept the ribosome and its subunits for a separate study. Our dataset is at least twice as large as in early studies (10) (11) (12) , and it largely differs from those used in the more recent ones (14, 15, 18) . Lejeune et al. (14) compared the atomic contacts between proteins and DNA or RNA; their dataset has 40 entries in common with ours, plus 9 that either are viral capsids or have less than 5 nt. Morozova et al. (15) center their study on base recognition; their dataset has 41 entries, 30 of which have an equivalent in our set. The work of Ellis et al. (18) is the most similar to ours. Their Table 1 lists 82 proteins; 50 are excluded from our set: 37 from ribosomal subunits, 3 from viral capsids, 8 NMR structures, 2 below our cutoff for resolution or RNA size. Only 31 entries are shared with our set, which makes the overlap less than 40%. Most belong to classes A and B, which correspond respectively to 'tRNA' and 'rRNA' in (18) . The 'mRNA' and 'ligand' categories in (18) broadly cover our classes C and D, but these two classes contain a total of 47 entries, and only 5 have an equivalent in (18) . The other 42 illustrates biological processes not represented in earlier studies.
We evaluate the size of the protein-RNA interfaces and express it as the area of the protein and RNA surfaces that are buried in contacts between the two molecules. The average BSA, about 2500 Å 2 , is less than in protein-DNA complexes (4) (3100 Å 2 ), but consistent with the data of Jones et al. (11) . Ellis et al. (18) quote a higher value (3220 Å 2 ), presumably due to some very large interfaces in the ribosome (note that their Table 3 reports the equivalent of BSA/2). The average protein-RNA interface in our set implicates 17.5 nt and 43 amino acids, each nucleotide contributing 75 Å 2 and each amino acid 28 Å 2 to the BSA. In addition, we observe that, except perhaps in class B, the BSA distributes unequally between the RNA and the protein. We attribute this asymmetry to the convex shape of the nucleic acid fitting into a concave protein surface, and note that it is highest when the RNA is single stranded. Many of the protein-RNA interfaces in our sample are similar in size to the subunit interfaces in homodimeric proteins (2, 30) , which have an average BSA of 3900 Å 2 . However, oligomeric proteins are permanent assemblies, whereas the protein-nucleic acid complexes that we selected are transient with few exceptions, and transient protein-protein complexes tend to have smaller interfaces (3): most are in the range 1200-2000 Å 2 . That range includes very few protein-DNA interfaces, and only one-third of the protein-RNA interfaces in our set, the great majority of which buries more than 2000 Å 2 . On the other hand, the smallest protein interfaces with double stranded DNA reported in (4) have a BSA near 1200 Å 2 , the smallest protein-protein interfaces, a BSA near 1100 Å 2 in stable complexes (3) and 900 Å 2 in short-lived electron transfer complexes (7) . This suggests that an interface with a BSA of 900-1000 Å 2 is required to form a stable, specific assembly between two biological macromolecules (6, 7) . As the number of interface nucleotides and residues scales linearly with the BSA, a protein-RNA interface with a BSA of 1000 Å 2 implicates about 7 nt and 17 amino acids, close to what is observed in the smallest protein-DNA interfaces (4). Our set contains two interfaces that bury less than 900 Å 2 , and 10 that implicate fewer than 7 nt. All are in entries with a short RNA or where the RNA has other protein partners in the crystal packing. We therefore believe that the same minimum size rule applies to protein-RNA, protein-DNA and other types of macromolecular recognition in biology.
The buried protein and RNA surfaces comprise nonpolar groups that form Van der Waals and hydrophobic interactions, and polar groups that form H-bonds. The non-polar groups contribute 55% of the BSA on the protein side, 33% on the RNA side, similar to the solvent accessible surface. The nature of the interacting groups and the contacts they make have been analyzed in details in (12, (14) (15) (16) and need not be considered here. We do however report polar interactions. We find an average of 20 protein-RNA H-bonds per interface, somewhat less than the 25.5 H-bonds cited in Table 2 of Ellis et al. (18) , but their sample contains large interfaces with many H-bonds, and the H-bond density per unit BSA is the same in the two studies. In addition, we note that the interfaces are highly hydrated, with an average of 32 water molecules per interface. This is much more than the 12 water molecules per interface reported earlier (12) , but probably still an underestimate, since the highresolution structures display a greater surface density: 18 waters per 1000 Å 2 BSA. Protein-protein interfaces, with only 11 waters per 1000 Å 2 in high-resolution structures (28) , are less hydrated than protein-RNA interfaces, and also than protein-DNA interfaces (4, 11, 31) .
All authors have noted that positively charged amino acid side chains play a major role in both RNA and DNA recognition. We find that Arg and Lys contribute about one-third of the BSA and a similar proportion of the polar interactions, and confirm the presence at the interfaces of aromatic residues (11) (12) (13) 17) . Asp and Glu, which bear negatively charges, are less completely excluded from the contact with RNA than DNA, and they accept H-bonds from the ribose and the bases. Other residue types contribute similarly to the protein accessible surface and the interfaces. The values in Table 4 may be converted into propensities that are not significantly different from those in (14, 16, 18) , and similar to the propensities to be at an interface with DNA (4). Propensities are properties of the side chains, but the protein main chain also plays a part in RNA recognition. It contributes only 15% of the BSA, but makes 26% of the H-bonds. Allers and Shamoo (10) emphasize the role of the main chain in discriminating between the bases. We observe that it also interacts with the RNA backbone: the peptide NH donates H-bonds to the phosphates, the carbonyl accepts some from the sugar 2 0 OH. On the RNA side, the phosphates contribute less to the buried surface and the polar interactions than they do in protein-DNA complexes, and the sugar contributes much more. This difference between DNA and RNA was noted by Lejeune et al. (14) , who attributed it to differences in conformation. While conformation may play a part, we show here that the greater implication of the sugar is largely due to the 2 0 OH. This group, absent from DNA, makes major contributions to both the BSA and the polar interactions. Treger and Westhof (12) found the 2 0 OH to be involved in 21% of the H-bonds to proteins; the fraction is even larger, 25%, in our set. We observe that the 2 0 OH is both acceptor and donor, and has the main chain, side chains and interface waters as partners. The 2 0 OH, and the 3 0 OH in systems where the terminal group is free, are clearly essential players in protein-RNA recognition.
The polar interactions with the bases, which determine sequence specificity, have been at the center of a number of studies (12) (13) (14) (15) . However, not all the complexes in our set exhibit sequence specificity, and the base sequence can also be read indirectly. The accessibility of the bases is highly dependent on the conformation of the nucleic acid. Some of the RNAs in the complexes are in extended conformation, others form a standard double helix, but the large majority has an irregular structure that includes helical segments, loops and other elements. The capacity of the bases to pair with protein groups is very different in each case. As in previous studies (12, 13) , we observe that all the polar groups on the bases can H-bond to protein groups. This includes groups that are inaccessible in a double helix and do not participate in protein-DNA H-bonds. Base recognition in DNA is dominated by major groove interactions, it targets G more than other bases, and displays recurrent patterns of Lys/Arg bonding to G, Asn/Gln to A. We observe no such patterns in protein-RNA complexes, and find that G and U/T make more bonds to proteins than A and C, in agreement with (11) but at variance with (15) who report many more bonds involving G than U.
RNA displays a much wider variety of conformations and shapes than double-stranded DNA does, and it may be compared to proteins in that respect. The six complexes shown in Figure 3 offer a small sample of that variability, and the figure suggests that the protein surfaces recognize the molecular shape of the nucleic acid along with the charge distribution, which is rather uniform, and the nature of the bases. Thus, shape complementarity should be considered as a possible determinant of specificity. The complementarity between two molecular surfaces in contact allows their atoms to close-pack. When the quality of the atomic packing is evaluated by measuring Voronoi volumes, protein-protein interfaces are found to be as tightly packed as the protein interior (3); protein-DNA interfaces also, on the condition that interface solvent is taken into account (32) . Another approach of the packing uses the gap volume index; Jones et al. (11) report values of this index that suggest that protein-RNA interfaces are packed less tightly than protein-DNA interfaces. We rely instead on the buried fraction f_bu and the L_D packing index. Their average values in Table 2 are higher for protein-RNA than for protein-DNA interfaces, which is at variance with (11) . However, class A has f_bu and L_D values close to those of protein-DNA complexes, indicating that the interfaces with tRNA resemble those with DNA in their atomic packing as well as their size and H-bond density. The other classes have higher f_bu and L_D values, and their interfaces may be close-packed like protein-protein interfaces. The shape complementarity suggested by high f_bu and L_D values may result from an induced fit rather than pre-exist in the free protein and RNA. Conformation changes, frequent in protein-protein and protein-DNA complexes (2-6), are also well-established with tRNA (8, (33) (34) (35) . They may be the rule rather than the exception in protein-RNA recognition, but this can be assessed only if a structure is available for the free components as well as the complex. The recent analysis of twelve proteins for which this is the case, shows that eight undergo significant conformation changes, albeit not necessarily at the RNA binding site (41) . This will have to be substantiated on a larger set of structures.
CONCLUSION
The cell machinery is made of macromolecular assemblies, all built out of proteins, and some of RNA as well. Most of the binary complexes that we analyze here are part of larger units, where their interfaces coexist with other protein-protein and protein-RNA interfaces. When we measure the size of the interfaces, their composition and the type of interactions they contain, our observations can certainly be extended to the larger assemblies, but it will be of great interest in future studies of the ribosome, the spliceosome and other molecular machines that contain both protein and RNA, to analyze the interplay between the different types of interfaces and their role in self-assembly.
